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 2011
MAC Schedule of Events

Welcome
New Members

MAC 
Membership

Hakan (Hawk) 
& Cathy Sorman 
1507 Susan Drive 

Lansdale PA 19446-4421
hsorman@juno.com

November 2010
 

Jeff & Angela Boldosser 
P. O. Box 285 

Dillsburg PA 17019-0285
jgboldosser@msn.com

November 2010

We at Mid-Atlantic Chapter (MAC) of the National Corvette Restorers Society (NCRS) take great pride in welcoming our 
new members. Our chapter has been growing and striving to meet new challenges since 1982. Our members come 
from a variety of backgrounds, some with expertise on restorations, some with knowledge of Corvette history and some 
who just enjoy taking an occasional drive on a Sunday afternoon. Whatever your interests may be, please take some 
time to mark your calendar with our upcoming events and activities. As always, we look forward to seeing you and your 
family attending MAC events (your car or cars to be included of course). Should you have any membership questions, 
please call Robert Patton at (540) 788-4563, email rrpkcp@earthlink.net or Reid Newcomb at (410) 726-2054, email 
newcomb.reid@comcast.net, or contact any MAC officer.

MARCH

 SUN  MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

    1 2 3 4 5 

 6 7 8 9 10 11   12

      13  14   15  16  17 18 19

 20 21  22 23 24 25 26 

 27 28 29 30 31 

FEBRUARY

 SUN  MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

   1 2 3 4 5 

 6 7 8 9 10 11   12

      13  14   15  16  17 18 19

 20 21  22 23 24 25 26 

 27 28 

 JANUARY
 SUN  MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

        1

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 9 10 11   12  13  14   15

 16 17 18    19 20 21  22

 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
 30     31

Watch your email and see the Spring 2011 issue for 
upcoming events.

Members take a break and trade notes at the fall tech 
session at Virginia Vettes in October.
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Welcome to the fall/winter edition of our newsletter. 
I’m sure everyone is extra busy with the holidays 

approaching. First I would like to thank Dick Barron of 
Virginia Vettes for hosting our mini meet in October. 
John Yglesias led the tech session on Bowtie judging 
and did a great job. Thanks, John. This session gave 
people an opportunity to learn how Bowtie judging 
differs from Flight judging. Thanks to Nancy and Tom 
Bullock for bringing out their 1969 car for us to evaluate. 
Thank you to Pat and Clare Weidman for bringing their 
1967 car for Flight judging. Thank you to Ken Hartzog for 
organizing the meet.

MAC’s annual meeting was held on November 20 in 
Front Royal, Virginia. Another success! Thank you to Jim 
Hofferbert for putting this event together. Our morning 
tech session was held at Jack Evans Chevrolet with 
presentations from Bill Sangrey and Page Campbell about 
steering columns and Jim Hofferbert on bleeding brakes. 
I brought a Z06 big tank car for judging lessons. John 
Evans provided lunch with fantastic sandwiches from a 
local deli. Thanks to John Evans for letting us invade his 
shop for our tech session. We then moved to the Holiday 

K.C. Strawmyre

Chairman’s Message

Inn for the afternoon tech session by Jim and his panel 
of experts, followed by the annual meeting. Tom Vollrath 
was presented with a plaque in appreciation for his work 
as MAC chairman in 2008/09. Duane Ravenburg was 
given a gift certificate for the great job he did planning 
and orchestrating the Gettysburg Regional.  Welcome to 
MAC’s new officers for 2011. 

I can’t say this enough: thanks to everyone that helped 
with all the events that our club did this year. We have 
great members in this group who come together from 
all over the mid-Atlantic region. Our chapter always has 
successful events. If you haven’t been to any events this 
year, plan to make it to one in 2011; I think you will have 
a great time. We are in the process of planning for 2011, 
so contact a board member with your ideas for events. 
We can build on even the merest suggestion, so don’t be 
shy! Remember, this is your club.

In closing, I would like to wish everyone a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. I look forward to our 
events next year and seeing everyone.

Thanks to our hosts for the fall tech sessions, Virginia Vettes, Williamsburg, Virginia and Jack Evans Chevrolet, 
Front Royal, Virginia.
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There sure have been a lot of interesting events this 
fall. The 2010 MAC Road Tour and Virginia Vettes 

Tech Sessions were lots of fun; the day was a beauty and 
the sessions informative. The Fall Tech Sessions at Jack 
Evans Chevrolet in Front Royal, Virginia and follow-on 
meetings at the Holiday Inn were also both informative 
and enjoyable. We truly are blessed to have so many 
talented, friendly, willing, expert members in the MAC 
organization. I learn something new in every meeting 
and it’s fun to boot.  

This issue is a one-year milestone for me as co-editor 
of Signal Seeker and it’s been a thrilling ride. I’ve been 
privileged to report on many events including the 
spectacularly successful Gettysburg Regional that has 
been referred to as a “mini-National.” That’s the highest 
compliment, in my opinion, that can be given a Regional. 

John Carpenter

Editor’s
Note

I’ve had the opportunity to participate in more fun 
events than any other club I’ve ever belonged to and I’ve 
thoroughly enjoyed the mixture of Corvette restoration 
with the many social events. In concert with all of you, 
I’ve worked hard to make Signal Seeker one of the “go-
to” newsletters in NCRS. Honestly, it’s been a wonderful 
experience and an honor to be able to bring to you the 
best technical information I can find, provided by some 
of the most experienced people in the hobby, to aid and 
entertain you.

So, thank you, all of you, for everything you have given 
this year. Thank you to the members who have setup 
events and sessions.  Thank you to our sponsors, who 
have willingly hosted our events and opened their doors 
to us on days they’d normally be enjoying time off. Thank 
you to those who have written articles for the newsletter 
and to everyone who has graciously given their time 
and resources to make Signal Seeker and MAC the 
successes that they are.  Thank you for your questions, 
suggestions, comments, criticisms, and praise.  Most 
importantly, thank you to the entire MAC membership 
for being such a dedicated and passionate group of 
folks! It’s been my pleasure working with you and I look 
forward to continuing to work with you in 2011.  Happy 
holidays and best wishes for a most enjoyable new year.  

NCM Ambassador 
Report

Dick Schmid

Greetings All! I Hope everyone has been enjoying the 
Holidays.

There continues to be a great deal of activity at the 
National Corvette Museum. For those of you who don’t 
get the Museum magazine, America’s Sports Car, I will 
attempt to give you a synopsis of what is happening and 
what some of the continuing and upcoming events are.

In November the Museum celebrated Military 
Appreciation Month, offering free admission to members 
of the military and their immediate families.

I know several of our members who have some great 
memorabilia that the museum would love to display. 
Contact Betty Hardison at betty@corvettemuseum.org 
or at 270-467-8841.

Cars are needed for an exhibit to celebrate Chevrolet’s 
centennial anniversary in 2011. The application deadline is 
March 15, 2011. Any model of Chevrolet will be considered 
for display from April 20 to June 19, 2011. Betty is your 
contact for further information on this as well.

The NCM has reopened the NCM turntable to Corvette clubs. 
Contact Stephanie for consideration at 270-467-8837.

There is a very good article in the November/December 
Museum magazine for those of you with Pace Cars. The 
Website features a lot of this information, too.

One personal note is we have a new baby grandaugter, 
Addison, our fourth grandchild. We are blessed. Also, 
it sure is nice to live in East Tennessee where we don’t 
have to worry about “putting our cars up for the winter.” 
Nonetheless, we can look forward to spring and all the 
coming activities.

One final reminder: if you are not a museum member 
you are missing some great information from the 
America’s Sports Car. NCRS remains a strong supporter 
and participant.
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2010 Fall Road Tour and 
Tech Session
By John Carpenter

Vues in 1983 regarding a set of 1967 14” knockoffs.  He 
has given me permission to reprint it in this edition of 
Signal Seeker.  (See page 16.)

Dick graciously hosted the entire event with several 
courses of great food. After coffee and doughnuts, 26 MAC 
members were treated to an in-depth NCRS Chevrolet 
Star/Bowtie Judging Fundamentals class. MAC’s Judging 
Chairman, John Yglesias, armed with tailoring and 
updates to accurately reflect current changes, cleverly 
presented the class, originally given by Roy Sinor in 
2008.  John’s training session compared and contrasted 
Bowtie and Flight judging; covered the description and 
purpose of Star and Bowtie awards, background and 
history; and detailed the procedures for Bowtie and Flight 
Judging, Configuration/Date/Completeness/Installation/
Finish, and other areas. Following the Judging School 
we had the pleasure of closely inspecting a 4-Star Bowtie 

On Saturday, October 23, MAC member Bob Baird 
arranged for a picturesque 2010 Fall Road Tour from 

Mechanicsville, Virginia to Williamsburg, Virginia.  The 
parking lot at Zip Corvette Products in Mechanicsville 
was chosen as the best place to start the tour since it 
was a good central location that most MAC members 
were familiar with. For many of us the day started out in 
the wee hours of a dark morning. I drove in from Charles 
County, Maryland and had seven near heart failures 
from deer carcasses lying on Route 301. I kept driving 
slower and slower. Since the Corvette ground clearance 
is minimal I wasn’t going to try and straddle anything, at 
least not willingly.

Ten MAC members met at 7:00 a.m. for the early 
morning cruise down Route 64 to Williamsburg.  Bob 
Baird led the group in his beautiful ’60 Corvette while his 
wife, Martha, brought up the rear in her original ’98 Pace 
Car. The 45-mile trip was uneventful with no broken 
cars or close calls, only beautiful fall scenery to look at 
in the early morning light. It was the best way to travel 
to the October Flight Judging School and Tech session 
hosted by Virginia Vettes. Regional II representative 
Ken Hartzog worked with owner Dick Barron to put on 
a really informative and interesting day. Dick’s facility 
has literally tons of original parts from cars he has 
dismantled. The parts are in original condition, some 
with dirt, dust, grease and all but the part is original.  He 
can also order reproduction parts if you can’t find what 
you need. Speaking of original, Dick was kind enough to 
provide me an article he authored and published in Vette 

By the dawn’s early light:  
Your intrepid Signal Seeker 
editor  follows the crowd to 
Virginia Vettes in Williamsburg, 
Virginia.

The moon has yet to set early in the morning at Zip’s parking 
lot, gathering place for the cruise to Williamsburg.
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1969 Corvette owned by Nancy and Tom Bullock. The 
car is a great example of factory door panels, interior 
pieces, and frame and engine details that all have “the 
look” of original. Reproduction pieces will certainly do 
the job functionally, however, for restoration and award 
level pursuits, there is no substitute for original pieces.

We broke for lunch and were entertained by some of 
Dick’s Corvette trivia questions many of which stumped 
our expert MAC members. Dick provided sandwiches, 
drinks, cookies, all the stuff that can be hard to walk 
away from. Then we were treated to a session of Flight 
Judging a 1967 big block coupe owned by Pat and Claire 

Weidman.  This Nassau Blue car was a beauty and almost 
too nice to touch. While this car was being judged I had 
the opportunity to meet one of Dick Barron’s friends, 
David Rex. Turns out David is a man who has driven a 
race-prepared Corvette most of his adult life and after 
40+ years he still does! Dave invited John Veen and me 
to check out his garage and racecar and we couldn’t 
pass that one up. An article about David and his car is 
included later in this issue. (See page 10.) So, following 
this fun experience and the Flight Judging awards 
ceremony everybody left for home. Days like this are 
one of the reasons I belong to NCRS.

Everyone gathers for the judges briefing at Virginia Vettes.

Enjoying another kind of history 
at Williamsburg...

Above: Pat and Clare Weidman’s 1967 
big block serves as the model for Flight 
Judging.

Left: A 1969 Bowtie engine awaits scrutiny.

Ah, yes, the coffee and doughnuts...what everyone 
really came for.

Nancy and Tom Bullock’s 
1969 Bowtie car is a great 
example of originality.
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Engine Stand - 2ea

Hydraulic Engine Crane & Tilter - 2ea

C1 / C2 Body Lifting Jig - 2ea

Solid Axle Rebound Strap Riveting 
Tool

Solid Axle Rear Spring Banding Tool

Engine Start-Up “Dash Board” Box

California Screamin’ 
NCRS Racing DVD

NCRS Training 5 DVD Set 
Judging 101, Ops, Matrix Training, 
Ref Manual, Paint & Fiberglass

Coil Spring Compressor

Mid-Year Trailing Arm Tools

Radiator Stamp Kit 
“GM” “16 CT” “06A CG”

Bob Baird / (804) 368-8465 / envcons@ comcast.net

MAC owns a collection of tools and literature, 
primarily unique to Corvette restoration and repair, 
for use by members. Generally these are special 
use tools needed one time during a restoration/
repair project. If you have any suggestions for 
other unique tools that would make it possible 
to do your restoration task yourself, let me know 
and I can present your suggestion to the Board 
of Directors.

One man’s trash is a Corvette restorer’s treasure: 
Virginia Vettes has literally tons of parts from 
dismantled cars. The parts are in original condition, 
including original dirt, dust and grease! 
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One Corvette’s 
Long and Winding Road
by David Rex

1967 was constructed.  I flew out to Iowa, bought the 
car and brought it back to my farm in Tennessee.  I put 
the ‘57 project on hold and started to prepare the ‘65 to 
be a period-correct vintage car.  By this time, the car had 
been turned into a GT-1 car with a roll cage, big fender 
flares, air dams, and an LT-1, 350 cu. in. race engine.  
 
I cut out the roll cage, put on stock fenders, set up the 
suspension like my original racecar, and had a paint 
shop repaint the car to look identical to my original car.  
I had not driven a racecar for 12 years but decided to 
participate in an SVRA race in June of 1984 at Mid Ohio.  
I qualified 3rd out of 35 cars and was hooked again! 
 
Later that year I took the car to a race in the Bahamas 
(where I met my wife) and qualified on the pole next to 
Augie Pabst in a GTO Ferrari.  I continued to race the 
car all over the country and was usually one of the faster 
cars in my class.  However, over the years the other B 
production cars have been updated and modified and I 
have become a more conservative driver.  Consequently, 
I run further back in the pack...still lots of fun. 
 

Who would have ever dreamed that when a 
beautiful 1965 Corvette convertible rolled off the 

assembly line headed for a dealer in Iowa, it would 
ultimately become a very successful road racing car? 
 
In 1971, Jim Sanborn purchased a used Corvette from a 
young woman in Waterloo, Iowa.  Jim was an engineer for 
John Deere back then and had been road racing a Sprite 
and MGB for six years in SCCA.  He was anxious to move 
up into a Corvette.  He stripped the car of all nonessential 
parts and began the meticulous work of preparing the car 
for racing.  This included adding a roll bar with side bars that 
extended through the firewall to stiffen the frame, building 
a 350 cu. in. race engine, installing a close ratio 4 speed, 
and painting it blue with a big “34” on the sides.  When 
these modifications were completed Jim went racing. 
 
Jim was very successful from the start.  He ran numerous 
races, primarily in the Midwest and qualified for the SCCA 
runoffs in 1973 where he qualified 4th and finished 4th.  
In 1974 at the national runoffs he again finished 4th.  In 
1975, in one of the most important races in the country, 
Jim beat out 13 other cars to win the B Production race 
at the June Sprints at Road 
America.   After that win Jim 
took a break from racing and 
in the late 70’s sold the car to 
his friend Bob Martin.

In 1984 I was building a 1957 
Corvette for vintage racing and 
put an ad in Competition Press 
for the big brake set up.  Bob 
Martin answered my ad and 
at the end of the conversation 
said, “By the way, I have a ‘65 
Corvette race car that I need to 
sell.”  It sounded very much 
like it was prepared the way 
the car that I started racing in 

David Rex poses for a picture 
with his well-traveled Corvette 
racecar.
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Now to the details of the car.  I have retained the body in 
stock configuration with the headlights bolted in.  The rear 
clip has been modified so it is removable; the windshield 
frame has been removed and the hood lifts off.  The dash 
is the stock design. The car came with a ‘66 grille that I 
still run.  All of the air to the brakes and the oil cooler is 
picked up behind the grill.  Currently I’m adding a small 
front spoiler because the front end lifts at about 130 
mph and makes the steering light. I talked to Peter Brock 
(who, as you may know, was 
instrumental in designing the 
Sting Ray) at one of my races 
and he suggested a number 
of modifications including 
a front spoiler. I have not 
painted the car since 1984 
so it now has some battle 
scars and a lot of “patina.” 
 
The chassis has 
been strengthened 
especially around 
the rear kick ups and 
rear end mounts. I 
run the larger front 
spindles, J-56 power 
brakes, Guldstrand 
bumpsteer and 
other suspension 
parts, a 13/16-inch front sway 
bar and Bilstein shocks. I have a 
removable steel plate under the floor 
beneath the driver area as well as 
removable driveshaft safety hoops.  
I have added a bar from the center 
of the roll bar to the passenger’s 
floor area.  A few years ago Vintage 
Motion in Buffalo, New York did a lot 
of maintenance and improvements 
to the car including different front 
springs which helped the handling greatly.  Zora Duntov 
looked over the car at the Bahamas race and suggested 
that I run a rear sway bar.  In ‘84 I bought a set of 
American Racing magnesium wheels that were from 
one of Penske’s TransAm Camaros. For safety reasons 
I sold them to a fellow restoring a TransAm Camaro 
and now run a set of PS Engineering aluminum wheels. 
 
When Progressive Performance in Ashland, Virginia, built 
the 327 engine I told them “reliability is number one; 

power is second.”  Consequently, this engine is a 4-bolt 
main block, with a racing steel crank, Lunati rods, 12.9 
to 1 compression, flat-tapped cam, Crower SS roller 
rockers, double hump 2.02 heads, period-correct intake 
manifold, Holley 750 double pumper, Stahl headers and 
a Barnes dry sump system.  I have all of my engines 
run in on a dyno.  This one produced 430 HP between 
6500 and 7200 RPM with 387 ft. lbs of torque at 5300 
RPM. The current clutch is a 10.5, but I have also had 

excellent success with a 7.25” 
Quartermaster. Gary Watson 
built and maintains the 2.20 
rock crusher and the 3.70 
positraction rear end.  I run an 
oil cooler on the rear and a stock 
Corvette shifter on the Muncie.    
 
The car is an absolute joy to 
drive...especially at Virginia 
International Raceway, 

where the gearing, 
engine power, and 
suspension seem 
to find their rhythm.  
Ken Steagall from 
M u r f r e e s b o r o , 
Tennessee has gone 
to races with me since 
1984.  In the past few 
years he has been 
doing most of the 

competitive driving since at 71, I’m getting more 
interested in driving my slower pre-war cars.  
 
The car has evolved from being a street car, 
to a very competitive SCCA production racer, 
to a period correct vintage racer. It is now 
in its fourth stage which is spending most 
of its time on jack stands, covered up in my 
heated and air conditioned garage.  Ken 

and I only run a couple of vintage races a year now.  
 
If any of you ever see us at a track or are in the Williamsburg, 
VA area, please stop by.  We love to talk racing and always 
have a few cold beers for Corvette guys! 

Editor’s Note: You can contact David at 757-254-1989 
(cell) or email him at drex@alrmg.com 
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Stephen King penned the novel Needful Things, where 
every visitor to a quaint if not eerie little antique shop 

seemed to find a wanted treasure.  As is the case with 
all hobbyist, need is the mother of frustrations, ideas, 
fabrication, and invention. Most of us work alone in our 
garages and shops, seizing any available time to make 
meaningful progress on our cars. Second and third sets 
of “hands and muscles” are rarely available.

In the early summer of 2010 the doors for my car had 
to be reinstalled. I had looked forward to this day but 
also dreaded known and unknown technical issues. The 
fun part would be doing these things while supporting a 
freshly painted door that weighed “50ish” pounds. There 
would be alignment adjustments to be made using the 12 
bolts and several 3 slot shims on the two hinge straps. 
The problematic issue was supporting the door while 
having the capability of making incremental alignment 
changes at the hinge mountings.

I recalled an article in the Restorer magazine showing 
a hydraulic jack cradle that could support the door for 
mounting purposes.  This was a useful starting point 

for the initial door installation but the small alignment 
issues remained.  I needed a tool that I could use sitting 
at the hinge strap and move the door.  

There was a generic scissors jack, similar to a corvette 
jack, in the corner of the garage.  Hmmmmm that just 
might work!  I “J-bolted” a wooden support on the 
cradle, attached an old ¾ inch socket to the screw nut, 
and added a wooden base plate.  The ½ inch “T” bar for 
the socket was the final touch.  This contraption worked 
great!  It was, in my case, a needful thing. 

A Needful Thing
by Larry C. Sherertz

Door jack in use. Note construction shims used for leveling. Masking tape is used for indexing door position while 
adjusting.
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The weekend starting Saturday 
November 20, three tech 

sessions, a judging school, 
the annual meeting, and a 
catered banquet all took place 
in picturesque Front Royal, 
Virginia. Jim Hofferbert, MAC’s Charitable 
Activities manager, organized all the activities 
for the successful event. He negotiated a block 
of rooms at the new Holiday Inn & Suites Front 
Royal Blue Ridge Shadows where many of us 
stayed. The hotel sits on a knoll with stunning 
views of a beautiful golf course. It is relatively 
new with a friendly staff, an inviting restaurant 
and lounge and good food.

Saturday morning’s temperature was cool 
when 36 MAC members rolled out to the last 
2010 meet, this one at Jack Evans Chevrolet. 
John Evans, Jack’s son, hosted the meet and 
provided doughnuts and coffee.

The tech sessions started bright and early with an 
in-depth discussion of early and mid-year steering 
columns by Bill Sangrey, Page Campbell, and Dave 
Gray. It was interesting to see all the engineering 
differences that have occurred through the years. 
Bill showed a ‘67 collapsible steering column and 
demonstrated how a damaged one could possibly 
be salvaged.  KC Strawmeyer, MAC Chairman, 
brought his ‘63 Z06 for the judging school. MAC 
is fortunate to have KC as a member who is 
willing to trailer this very valuable car 100 miles 
to judging school. He also brought a “big tank” 
to show how the real thing looks and to explain 
how it is actually installed in the car. Following 
that discussion, Jim Hofferbert willingly offered 
up his ‘95 Lingenfelter coupe for a demonstration 

Tech Session and 2010 Annual Meeting 
By John Carpenter

Above: Bill Sangrey 
makes a point about 
a mid-year steering 
column. Above left: 
Page Campbell 
continues the 
session. Left: Dave 
Gray participates 
in the discussion. 
Below: KC Strawmyre 
and his ‘63 ZO6 used 
in the demonstration. 
At bottom: Greg Sine, 
shop foreman at Jack 
Evans Chevrolet 
gives a tutorial on 
bleeding brakes. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ANDREW CALLIMAHOS AND ED SIMPSON
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of how to bleed brakes. Jack Evans 
shop foreman, Greg Sine, led the 
session, explaining his every move 
and answering questions. It was a real 
pleasure to learn from a professional 
how to bleed brakes; hear what 
“Speed Bleeders” are and how they 
help in the bleeding process; and 
learn how to bleed a Corvette’s ABS 
system.

Following that session we broke for a 
fine lunch that John Evans graciously 
provided. The lunch consisted of 
fantastic subs from a local shop, 
chips, sodas, and cookies…in other 
words, good MAC tech session grub.  

After lunch John Yglesias, MAC’s 
Judging Chairman, conducted a 
judging school session where we 
had the distinct pleasure of “crawling 
all over” a ‘63 Z06. After the judging 
school we returned to the Holiday 
Inn for the third and final tech 
session of the day. Jim Hofferbert 

MAC Members traveling 
to Front Royal, Virginia 
are delighted to find newly 
increased speed limits on 
Virginia highways.

Scenes from 
the tech 
session:

Above: John Yglesias 
conducts a judging school 
session.
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presented “Corvette Aerodynamics 
C1 – C6.” This session covered all 
six generations of the Corvette and 
discussed the relationship of frontal 
areas, coefficient of drag, lift vs. drag 
and several related subjects regarding 
the theory of flight.  An educated panel 
of three MAC members, consisting of 
Tom Vollrath, Kay Patton, and Ken 
Hartzog, provided explanations and 
in-depth answers in response to MAC 
members’ questions. In final analysis 
there was no debate that the C5 and 
C6 cars have the best aerodynamics 
profiles.  

The group took a short break and then 
returned to watch an historic Corvette 
race film that was assembled by Sue 
Strawmeyer. The tape was well put 
together with great racing scenes 
and many positive comments from 
the audience. Following the film and 
a short break the group reconvened 
for the annual MAC meeting.  Bob 
Baird, MAC Secretary, read the 
2009 minutes which were accepted. 
Dave Gray presented the Treasurer’s  
report and Jim Hofferbert reported 
on MAC’s charitable giving for 2010. 
Other reporters included Bob Baird 
on property acquisitions for the year, 
John Yglesias on judging, Bob Patton 
on membership, Diane Hofferbert 
on MAC merchandise, Martha Baird 
on Chapter Award status and Signal 
Seeker editor, John Carpenter. John 
Yglesias also gave a report on plans 
for the 2013 National. Finalized 
minutes of this meeting will be 
provided to the membership at a later 
date. Several members remained for 
the banquet and enjoyed their choice 
of steak or salmon with all the fixings. 
This event completed the 2010 tech 
session season.  

Editor’s Note: Many thanks to Ed 
Simpson and Andrew Callimahos for 
sharing their photos for this event 
with Signal Seeker.

Right: KC Strawmyre 
conducts the Annual Meeting.                  
Below: Officers for 2011 
are   (left to right): John 
Yglesias, Judging Chairman;                        
KC Strawmyre; Vice Chairman, 
Bill Harbaugh; Secretary,                  
Bob Baird; Treasurer,                         
Dave Gray. Bottom photo:           
KC and Martha Baird display the 
Chapter Flight Award banner.
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Corvette 14-Inch Knock-Off Wheels? YOU BET!! 
by Dick Barron 

Ask even the most veteran Corvette 
enthusiast about the size of the 

Corvette wheels, since its inception 
in 1953, and the answer will be 
15” or in the case of the ‘84 16-
inch. No exceptions were made; 
furthermore, a 14” Knock-Off wheel 
was unheard of. Figure 1 will show 
you one of the five wheels in existence 
that is a Corvette 14” wheel. Qualified — 
the 1963 prototype 14” Knock-Off wheel. 
But first the background on the existence of the five 14” 
wheels; there are no others. 

The 1963 Corvette prototype mock-ups were styled 
by Chevrolet in an attempt to present a longer, lower, 
sleeker Corvette to the motoring public. To support this 
philosophy, Chevrolet had Kesley Hayes cast, machine, 
and plate five 14” x 5” wide Knock-Off wheels to be 
used in the stylist review of the new profile of the 1963 
Corvette. The wheels were manufactured and with 
Chevrolet’s concurrence were about to be released. That 
is, until the engineer responsible for the Z-06 heavy duty 
brake option opted to install a 14” Knock-Off wheel on a 
Corvette with the optional Z-06 finned brake drums. At 
that point the interference between the 14” Knock-Off 
wheel and the finned rim was felt. 

The gear drive concept was a take-off of the Dayton wire 
wheel that had been in existence since 1902. General 
Motors was comfortable with the Dayton wheel, having 
used them on previous show cars. 

The gear drive adapter is 
bolted to the brake drum and 
the alignment keys align the 
wheel to the adapter for final 
seating of the gear teeth. 
The wheel is driven through 
the gear drive arrangement. 
The 14” Knock-Off wheels 
were removed from 
consideration when the 
interference was identified, 
and GM decided to return 
to the 15” wheel that gave 
sufficient clearance. 

The five 14” Knock-Off wheels and 
adapters then became orphans and 
served simply as wheels to move 
the prototype cars around the design 
studios. How they got out of the tech 

center remains unsolved. The next time 
they were seen was in Canada ten years 

ago at which time they moved through the 
back door of the Western U.S. into California. 

From there they ultimately showed up at no other place 
than Bloomington. A photograph had appeared in Vette 
Vues magazine with a scale across the wheel years ago 
and this photograph triggered the hunt. The wheels were 
purchased for a sum in excess of what a 1963 Corvette 
coupe would have cost in that day, the philosophy being 
that money could be duplicated, but the only set of 14” 
Knock-Off wheels could not. The set consisted of 5 
wheels, 4 gear drive adapters, and 4 (2) bar spinners. 

The casting of the 14” wheels appears to be a sand 
casting as the surface finish is relatively rough and there 
are no indications of die knock-out pins. If these were 
prototype wheels, it would make sense that GM and 
Kelsey Hayes would not go to the expense of making 
expensive dies for one set of wheels. The center cone of 
the wheel is actually a polished, chrome-plated-surface 
that cannot be removed as in the later production-type 
wheels. The two bar spinner is made of steel, chrome 
plated, and has the Chevrolet bow tie, two words 
“Chevrolet,” and directional arrows indicating “off.” 

Figure 1: Corvette 14” Knock-Off Wheel.

Figure 2: Width – 5”             Figure 3: Diameter –14”
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The two bar spinner may be confused with the 1967 
Corvair-style spinner, but that had a different center cap 
and the directional markings are different. The gear drive 
adapter is also made of steel, machined and then plated 
for corrosion resistance. 

The 14” wheel has 36 slots and the fins are only machined 
on the exposed surface. The 14” x 5” wheels have no 
markings on them, either cast, stamped, or written. 
The wheel weights shown on the wheel were made by 
American Racing Equipment and are certainly indigenous 
to that era but not part of GM. No other information exists 
on the weights. 

Next the 15” x 6” wide gear drive Knock-Off wheel. Yes, 
there do exist seven known sets of the 15” gear-driven 
knock-off wheel. Again a little history first — 15” knock-
off wheel was a spin-off (pardon the pun) of the 14” wheel. 
It seems as though in the early 60s there was a prominent 
individual at Gulf Oil Company named Grady Davis who 
was an active racer. Davis had the ear of none other 
than Zora Duntov 
and wanted the 
ability to change 
the wheels of his 
race car quickly 
in a racing pit 
environment. As 
a result the 15” 
knock off wheel, 
with gear drive, 
became available 
to early racers. 

Remember, though, only seven sets were made.

A problem arose in the haste of changing the wheels: 
sometimes the gear drive did not get engaged completely 
on the Knock-Off wheel. This led to the embarrassing 
situation where the wheel would pass the car in the 
straight or turn. From this wheel design evolved the 
three-bar Knock-Off wheel  with the pin drive adapter 
that we know today. Even with a new design these wheels 
have been known to fall off, unless the spinner is driven 
tight by using an oak block against the spinner to prevent 
marking, then hitting the block with a heavy hammer. 
The seven known sets of 15” x 6” gear drive wheels were 
again made by Kelsey Hayes, but they appear to be die 
cast as the rear of the wheels exhibit die knock-out pin 
holes between the gear drive slots. 

In GM’s 1963 service manual, which was copyrighted in 
1962, the gear drive wheel is featured under the section 
titled “Steering, wheels, and tires.” This alone should 
add credibility to the theory that the gear drive did exist. 

Figure 4: 14” wheel, gear drive 
adapter and two bar spinner. 

Figure 7: Close up of spoke; note cast 
surfaces.

Figure 8: Close up of integral center cone.

Figure 6: Wheel alignment keys 
and gear relief.

Figure 5: Gear drive engaged in 
wheel.
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Early ‘63 advertising also shows two bar Knock-Offs 
under the option list. 

The 15” wheel, like the 14”, has 36 slots around the 
perimeter, but has a removable chrome center cone. 
The gear drive adapter and spinners are the same as 14” 
Knock-Offs. 

Ready for another surprise? Of the seven sets known 
to exist, three of them are owned by one individual.  
He owns two complete sets and one other set, less 
adapters that have never been on a car. This set was 
sent to Firestone Tire for inflation testing but never had 
tires mounted. This set of wheels still remain in the old 
Ohio newspapers they were packed in. All of the wheels 
discussed now reside under the careful and loving eyes 
of a veteran Corvette enthusiast and a true practitioner of 
... hospitality, is no novice when it comes to Corvettes. 

He currently owns several 1963 coupes and convertibles, 
including the one his wife and he dated in years ago. 
(Note: The factory convertible top on this roadster has 
never been folded down — ever, and it looks like new.)

Editor’s Note: This article is reprinted with permission of 
the author from the November 1983 issue of Vette Vues. 

Figure 9: Close up of two-bar 
spinner. 

Figure 14: Die knock out pin 
marks. Also note the letter “W.” 

Figure 18: The 14” next to the 15” wheel. 

Figure 10: Steel gear 
drive adapter. 

Figure ll: Wheel balance weight.

Figure 12: Diameter 15” 

Figure 13: Width 6”

Figure 15: 15” gear drive 
adapter (same as 14”).

Figure 16: Close up of 
15” spoke area.

Figure 17: 15” wheel assembly.
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by Bill Sangrey and Dave Gray

Coming out of the closet. Many MAC members and 
NCRS members we’ve heard of are not solely Flight 
judges. They do different things. Each has had their car 
flight judged, several having taken multiple cars through 
the Duntov process. But flight judging is not the only car 
activity that, shall we say, “winds their crank.”

Some have special purpose cars. Some just make other 
uses of their non-show cars. Some even (heaven forbid) 
subject their Flight-judged cars to more than the simple 
rigors of washing, waxing, cruising and touring. For 
example, consider these venues which bear very little in 
common with your typical Flight Judging field.

Solo-1, also known as autocross. If you do not know 
what that is think of it as a sea of orange cones on a 
field of black. Easy at walking speeds but it can be a real 
challenge at speed even if only in 2nd or 3rd gear. These 
events can easily be done in stock street cars. We’ve 
even seen Flight judged cars used by this enthusiastic 
group of members. Others use cars specifically built for 
racing venues.

MAC Members and Their Need for Corvette Speed

High Performance Driving Experience (HPDE). These 
are track events at Summit Point, Pocono, Virginia 
International Raceway and many other tracks. The 
process is disciplines. MAC members progress through  
a driving school with an instructor following certain  
rules regarding specific situations. These include:

•  Starting with an instructor until signed off to   
 drive the course solo;

•  Dealing with 20 or 30 other cars on the track   
 depending on track length;

• Adjusting to drivers grouping by skill and   
 experience level;

•  Attending classroom instruction sessions; and;

•  Passing only in designated portions of the track   
 and only when the leading driver gives the faster   
 driver a point buy – signaling out the driver’s   
 window either left or right side. 

Dave Gray prepares to take on the North Road Course in 
a recent HPDE at Pocono International Raceway.
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Hill climbs. Now these events can be a bit scary; the 
“pucker factor” tends to be high. Venues are historic and 
varied; “Polish Mountain” near Cumberland, Maryland, 
“Hershey” on the service road to the Hershey Hotel; “The 
Pagoda” in Reading; and “Giants Despair” near Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania. It’s one car, against the clock, going 
up the “hill.” On these events our members must have 
their wits about them. For example they’ve been asked 
“What about the trees?” (which are there just off the 
black top). The answer is “What trees?” The rule is “look 
where you want to go. Do not look where you do not want 
to go.” And for sure you do not want to “go to the trees.” 
So… they simply do not exist. And you certainly do not 
look at them. The objective: drive a twisting, winding two 
lane road (many times less) through the woods as fast 
as you can go and then up a hill with no room for escape 
or a mistake.  

Although not really covered here (no known serious 
examples in MAC), we certainly have some drag racers 
out there. There are land speed efforts we know of in 
other parts of NCRS (and perhaps a budding effort 
about to bloom). Plus there are certainly some “Vintage 
Racing” efforts out there.

Where does MAC fit into this? The photos tell the stories. 
You might say Cumberland is where this started for MAC. 
A group of guys out there, including many MACers got 
the idea several years ago to bring back the Historic 
Cumberland Airport races that ran from the mid ‘50s into 
the early ‘70s. Over the past four years Bill Herbaugh, Mike 
McCagh, Rich Brant, and John Felton have succeeded in 
huge fashion. They have arranged for and run a six-event 
autocross event at the Cumberland Airport and they have 
succeeded in getting a Maryland law changed to allow 
road closure for the “Polish Mountain Hill Climb.” 

Bill is staged to go chase Dave Gray at Pocono 
International Raceway and take on the North Road 
Course in recent HPDE. 

Dave Gray puts the ‘63 through its paces at an autocross 
in Hershey, Pennsylvania.

Andy Ruby is shown with his yellow with black stripes 
C4 Corvette in the grid area with other competing 
Corvettes at the Cumberland Airport Autocross Series.

KC Strawmyre  leans his ’62 big brake tanker through 
the cones at the Cumberland Airport Autocross course 
with his son Casey (“The Corner Worker”) looking on.

The photos tell the stories... 
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Mike McCagh drives infamous “Farm Use only” 
ZR1 powered “61” Corvette setting out on 
another record run at the Cumberland Airport 
Autocross Series. 

Gary Miller tests cone durability. His real challenge is to 
get the cone to land back in its box upright. 

Bill Herbaugh consistently turns in some of the fastest C4 times in 
the Cumberland Airport Autocross Series. 

Mike has even put 4.56 gears in “Farm Use” and is 
become now a frequent class winner who beats the 
hated Porsches at the game. You have to see “Doc” run 
that thing in anger – quite a sight. And the sound of a 
ZR1 coming from an unlikely source is truly a unique 
experience. Many just stand in wonder when they first 
see and hear it.

KC got involved with first his Silver C6 Z06 back in ‘05, 
affording several members the opportunity to try their 
hand in the beast at speed and then even took the big 
tank ‘61 out on the tarmac (actually the airport taxi way). 
He and daughter Ellen have run Sue’s Z3 Bimmer many 
times even going to “sticky” tires. 

Bill Herbaugh first ran his ‘91 convertible and then built a 
race car from a flood damaged ‘87 (red with white racing 
stripes). 

Dave Gray has run numerous autocross in his not quite 
stock ‘63 convertible and then, with his son Matt, built 
a track-only race car from an ‘85 coupe with a blown 
motor he purchased through a Signal Seeker ad. Dave 
and Matt have run numerous hill climbs and several 
Driving Schools at Pocono.  Last year Dave ran his 
(not-so-stock with a 383 “Stroker”) ‘57 before he totally 
restored it to its current silver beauty.

Bill Sangrey took a different approach, first  autocrossing 
the ‘03 on street tires, then on Sticky Kumhos, then at the 
Pocono Driving school in ‘07 in the Z06 on street tires. 
He learned a lot; mostly how much better the cars were 
than he was — the active handling light was lit most of 
the time — meaning the cars realized things were out 
of shape before Bill did and took matters into their own 
“hands” rather than have Bill hit the wall. Bill planned to 
build a race car from a badly vandalized ‘87; but after 
two winters not getting that done he bought an ‘87 ITE 
Corvette Challenge car from an owner who had moved 
up to a C5 Z06 in SCCA events.  Bill has run autocrosses, 
HPDEs at Summit Point and VIR, accomplished four 
years of Pocono Driving Schools and run the Hershey & 
Polish Mountain Hill Climbs in the race car; however, he 
has switched back to doing autocross in the Z06.

Hopefully we have not missed anybody. If you enjoy 
your Corvette in any competition or speed events let us 
know. Send us a few pictures and we’ll include you and 
your car in an update to this article.
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Parting Shots
by Susan Carpenter

MAC Northwestern Region

Christmas Get-Together and 
Celebration
by Ron Wilson

Here we go again, “Great Cars and Great Friends” at one of our 
favorite restaurants, the Hen House, in Frostburg, Maryland. 

Thirty MAC members and friends gathered to celebrate the 
Christmas season and reminisce about a great year of NCRS/MAC 
events. The evening started with a lot of Corvette happenings and 
just a great time to get together for some fun and eating which we 
do quite well up this way.

Mother Nature gave us winter early this year in Garrett County, 
Maryland with 18 inches of the white stuff surrounding the 
restaurant. Wind-whipped drifts measured in feet but the boys kept 
the restaurant open for us. Santa’s spirit was there, if only in the red 
outfits and special hats that were worn; he also left bags of treats 
for all to enjoy. Larry Negley, our resident photographer and Signal 
Seeker printer, gave everyone a neat Christmas tree ornament 
representing NCRS and the 2010 Christmas season. They were 
made by his students at the Career Center. Thank you Larry.

MAC members had many great moments and events in 2010 to 
celebrate: neat tech sessions, road tours, judging events and a 
Gettysburg Regional that was second to none. Bill and JoAnn 
Sangrey’s National Road tour was a tremendous success as was 
the NCRS National. MAC was represented well with awards being 
given to many members.

As 2010 comes to a close we are making plans for a 
very successful 2011. Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year from all from the Northwest Region of MAC.

Ron Wilson, Bill 
Harbaugh, Mike 
McCagh and other 
MAC Northwestern 
region members get 
together on a snowy 
evening for an end-
of-year celebration. 
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter
National Corvette Restorers Society

Membership Renewal
2011

Delivery of the
MAC Signal Seeker Newsletter:

Electronically / Soft Copy (Default)

U.S. Postal Service / Hard Copy

Electronically / Soft Copy (Default)

U.S. Postal Service / Hard Copy

Delivery of the
MAC Membership Roster:

Electronically / Soft Copy (Default)

U.S. Postal Service / Hard Copy

Please choose one of the following options for Future MAC Renewals:

NCRS # (Required)

Corvettes (Years) Currently Owned

Email Address @

Home Phone Work/Cell Phone

City State Zip +4 -

Address

Name Spouse

Annual Calendar Year Dues - $30.00

$25.00 for 1 Year, $50.00 for 2 Years if Postmarked by Jan. 15, 2011 

Make check payable to Mid-Atlantic Chapter NCRS and mail to:

MAC/NCRS
Reid Newcomb, Membership Chairman

5387 Royal Mile Boulevard
Salisbury, Maryland 21801-2324



12257 Elk Run Church Road 
Midland, VA 22728-2418

INSIDE:
Fall Road Tour
Tech Sessions
Annual Meeting


